
P R O F I L E  I N  S U C C E S S

This telco provider offers all of the products you would expect such
as mobile, fixed line and broadband for consumers and businesses. 

One of their partners shares the company’s challenges and how
they were able to resolve them with Cincom CPQ™.

The Challenge
The company has business and consumer stores dotted across the
country where people can go to purchase a mobile or home phone or
Internet service. The company also has 28 business “hubs” that are
servicing small to medium enterprises. The challenge arose from
these business hubs that were each creating their own individual
proposals. Unfortunately, this created inconsistency across business
hubs that was challenging to manage. Additionally, all of the hubs
were creating proposals manually, which was taking way too long.

Telco Provider Cuts
Proposal Time by 80%

Customer
• Telco provider

Industry
• Cell, mobile, LAN, broadband and Internet

service for consumers and businesses

Size
• 28 business hubs serving the

entire country

Location
• New Zealand

Solution Goals
• Improve speed, accuracy and consistency

of proposals across all business hubs
• Ensure up-to-date product information
• Improve the customer experience

Integrations
• Sales

Applications
• Microsoft DynamicsCRM
• Siebel CRM

Solution Selected
• Cincom CPQ

“We use Cincom CPQ to provide a
needs-based proposal template,
standardised across all business
hubs. This delivers a consistent, 
professional experience to the
customer and increases conversion
of opportunities to sales.”   

- Head of Business Sales, Telco Provider

And Ensures Accuracy and Consistency
across All Business Hubs

A Telco Provider



The company needed a consistent proposal template
that would ensure access to complete and accurate
information for all of its business hubs. They also wanted
to automate and streamline as much of the process as
possible in order to speed up and improve the entire
customer experience.

The Search and Decision
One of their IT partners was asked to lead the search for a
solution. “We initially looked at building a company
solution inside CRM. However, when we looked at the
availability of the products that were out there, it was much
more cost-efficient to install and customise a solution
rather than building one from the ground up,” the partner
explains. After considering all of the options, the partner
recommended Cincom CPQ as the best solution.

Implementation
The IT partner did all of the implementation, customisation
and training for Cincom’s product themselves. However,
the partner company director notes that, “[while] Cincom
didn’t do the implementation, they were in the background
assisting us as needed. The support we had from Cincom
was fantastic and was a big component in making our
implementation go as smoothly as it did.” 

This telco provider has been able to cut 
the time it takes to generate a proposal
from 30 or 40 minutes down to five 
minutes – with 100% accuracy. 

This Telco Provider Recommended
Cincom. Here’s Why. 
The partner company director says, “We had talked with
Cincom a few years back at a Microsoft® conference and felt
that there were major differences between Cincom’s product
and some of their closest competitors. For instance:

• Cincom CPQ has a lot more flexibility than other 
products we considered. The ability for us to customise
the out-of-the-box solution ourselves to fit our
company’s needs was important. 

• The fact that Cincom CPQ allowed many more levels 
of configuration than we could have with competitors’
products was a major difference.

• Additionally, the partnership that we had developed
with Cincom Australia and the support we received from
Cincom in the US definitely factored into the decision.”

“Cincom absolutely cares about our success.
They are willing to do what they can to make
sure your project is successful.”

– Director, IT Partner of Telco Provider
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